
Upstream Migration of River Herring

Motivation - Accurate and efficient stock assessment methods of commercially 
relevant fish species are extremely important toward sustainable fisheries 
management. Currently used manual techniques are highly inefficient, 
time-consuming, and not incredibly accurate. 

Goal - Build an end to end platform to automate the detection and counting of 
herring fish species moving upstream in image and video data for efficient fishery 
management. Develop visualization tools to keep track of the fish movement in 
rivers. 
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YOLOv5s performs well, achieving 0.94 F1 score and the highest mAP score of 0.95 
at mAP@0.5. 100% of the background FPs and 12% of the background FNs are 
caused by non-herring category.

MIT Sea Grant YOLOv5s

Improvement on overlapping issue

Improvement in mAP scores (IoU threshold @ 0.5) for all classes for YOLOv5

Our model detects Herring fish with higher confidence. It 
achieves tighter bounding boxes improving detection during 
overlap of fishes. 

Future Work:
● Improve model to detect Herring in low resolution videos.
● Differentiate fish species which look very similar.
● Improve fish count accuracy during complete overlap of 

fishes.
● Expand pipeline to detect and track multiple fish types.

Hyperparameter tuning
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Optical data has been generated using multiple Habitat Mapping Camera 
Systems(HabCam). The dataset consists of grayscale videos, captured during both 
day and night. Average duration of the videos is  about 16sec with 16fps. The 
dataset is divided into training and testing in the ratio of 80:20.

Challenges
● Grayscale makes it difficult to detect similar fish.
● Overlapping fish.
● Low resolution.
● Night images with flash.

Herring - 1338

Non Herring - 5363

Achieves higher IoU scores 
which verify the tighter 
bounding boxes.
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